New QSPR equations for prediction of aqueous solubility for military compounds.
The development of a new quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) model to predict aqueous solubility (S(w)) accurately for compounds of military interest is presented. The ability of the new model to predict solubility is assessed and compared to available experimental data. A large set of structurally diverse organic compounds was used in this analysis. SiRMS methodology was employed to develop PLS models based on 135 training compounds and predictive accuracy was tested for 155 compounds selected for that purpose. The use of descriptors calculated only from the 2D level of representation of molecular structure produces a well-fitted and robust QSPR model (R(2)=0.90; Q(2)=0.87). Predictive ability for the model produced in this study on external test set (R(test)(2)=0.81) is comparable to the predictive ability of EPI Suite 4.0. Consensus solubility predictions using SiRMS and EPI models for 25 compounds of military interest (not included into the training set) have been completed.